
PEER REVIEW HISTORY 

BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   

 

ARTICLE DETAILS 

TITLE (PROVISIONAL) Pilot study to test the feasibility of a trial design and complex 
intervention on PRIoritising MUltimedication in Multimorbidity in 
general practices (PRIMUMpilot). 

AUTHORS Muth, Christiane; Harder, Sebastian; Uhlmann, Lorenz; Rochon, 
Justine; Fullerton, Birgit; Güthlin, Corina; Erler, Antje; Beyer, Martin; 
van den Akker, Marjan; Perera, Rafael; Knottnerus, André; Valderas, 
Jose; Gerlach, Ferdinand; Haefeli, Walter 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Susan Smith 
RCSI, Dublin  
Ireland 

REVIEW RETURNED 24-Mar-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Thank you for asking me to review this topical and interesting study 
reporting a pilot study examining a complex intervention on 
medicines management in multimorbidity in general practice 
(PRIMUMpilot). The paper is well written and deals with a topic that 
is clinically and policy relevant and it is important that studies 
outlining the feasibility of these types of interventions are published 
to guide intervention development and evaluation in this area. The 
following revisions/ clarifications are suggested:  
• The key issue for a pilot study such as this is actually feasibility 
both in terms of recruitment of participants and running the 
intervention in clinical practice. The abstract doesn’t really present 
the key issue around feasibility, which is that most patients recruited 
did not have a serious issue with their medications and had ‘almost 
perfect baseline values of MAI and EQ5D’. Also – 19/42 patients are 
reported to state that they did not understand the study and did not 
feel they had benefited from participating in it – this may reflect the 
patient selection issue in that many did not have medication issues 
that needed to be addressed?  
• The paper essentially describes an actual pilot study with patients 
but also describes an additional exercise where the GPs used the 
CDSS on case vignettes as a means of testing how they would find 
using the system or was this part of the training– this is not 
mentioned in the abstract and it is a little unclear in terms of the 
sequence of events  
• Abstract – would be good to outline the framework used to guide 
intervention development and piloting  
• As this is an intervention being designed for patients with 
multimorbidity I think it should be placed in the context of the existing 
evidence regarding such interventions – see related Cochrane 
Review – published 2012 and just updated this month. One of the 
included trials has a medicines management intervention (Krska et 
al)  
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• In strengths and limitations, the authors state that this is the first 
systematic piloting of a study addressing polypharmacy in primary 
care. This implied to me that there are no other related published 
studies but the authors may be just referring to the pilot process as 
they then mention the related Cochrane Review on polypharmacy. 
Please also see the related trial published earlier this year which 
references a related intervention development and protocol paper: 
http://www.annfammed.org/content/13/6/545.full  
• The intervention is describe das targeting polypharmacy but the 
MAI is a tool designed to address the appropriateness of prescribing 
not specifically polypharmacy alone. This links to the issue around 
patient selection and the authors state that a future version of this 
study would aim to select those with some issue with 
appropriateness of prescribing. One of the main drawbacks with the 
MAI is the length of time it takes to undertake, which the authors 
acknowledge but would be worth considering alternative outcome 
measures that are less time consuming, e.g explicit PIP indicators.  
• I think a brief description of the setting would be useful – I am not 
familiar with the post of HCA – what is their training, usual 
consultation length etc. Do patients receive free GP care, free 
medicines etc  
• A more detailed description of the practice and patient recruitment 
processes would be helpful given that this is all part of feasibility – 
the authors stated that 692 patients were potentially eligible from 20 
practices – how was the list of patients in each practice constructed 
– and were there similar proportions in each practice? Only about 34 
per practice – seems like quite a small number given the prevalence 
of MM even when using 3 or more conditions and 5 or more meds  
• The authors report that lessons were learned from the pilot study at 
the start of the discussion and present these in a brief section at the 
end of the discussion under lessons learnt. I think it would useful if 
more specific issues were highlighted particularly in relation to their 
proposal to identify more appropriate patients.  
• In the discussion, the authors state they were unsure if practices 
had used the CDSS correctly – could this not have been explored in 
the interviews?– could software use not have been analysed 
electronically IT? Activity in control group practices could also have 
been explored in the interviews (see discussion with query about 
whether they did medication reviews etc) 

 

REVIEWER Dr Leah Macaden 
University of Stirling, United Kingdom 

REVIEW RETURNED 20-Apr-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS A very well designed and rigorously conducted feasibility pilot; The 
only suggestion I have would be if it worthwhile including some 
family members in the main study to ascertain their perspectives on 
the issue of poly pharmacy which might add value to the findings. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1, Dr. Susan Smith  

Q1 Thank you for asking me to review this topical and interesting study reporting a pilot study 

examining a complex intervention on medicines management in multimorbidity in general practice 

(PRIMUMpilot). The paper is well written and deals with a topic that is clinically and policy relevant 

and it is important that studies outlining the feasibility of these types of interventions are published to 
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guide intervention development and evaluation in this area.  

RESPONSE: We thank the reviewer for her acknowledgement.  

CHANGES: No changes required.  

 

Q2 The following revisions/ clarifications are suggested:  

The key issue for a pilot study such as this is actually feasibility both in terms of recruitment of 

participants and running the intervention in clinical practice. The abstract doesn’t really present the 

key issue around feasibility, which is that most patients recruited did not have a serious issue with 

their medications and had ‘almost perfect baseline values of MAI and EQ5D’. Also – 19/42 patients 

are reported to state that they did not understand the study and did not feel they had benefited from 

participating in it – this may reflect the patient selection issue in that many did not have medication 

issues that needed to be addressed?  

RESPONSE: We acknowledge the reviewer’s comment: selection of an adequate study population is 

a key issue in current polypharmacy research (and health care). We based our inclusion criteria on 

the information about participants of the RCTs included in the Cochrane review on polypharmacy 

(more than one chronic disease and four or more prescriptions) and decided to even enhance them 

(three or more chronic conditions and five or more prescriptions).[1] In the King’s Fund report,[2] the 

identification of high-risk patients by numbers of prescriptions has been emphasized because of its 

feasibility and proven face validity. However, the authors also report that the utility of a specific 

threshold may change over time from four or more a decade ago to higher numbers.[2] We agree with 

the reviewer that the selection of our patients according to these criteria did not reveal the expected 

group of high risk patients. However, this reflects the current challenge to identify high risk patients 

within the heterogeneous group of older patients with multimorbidity and multimedication.  

CHANGES: We added the aspect of impracticable inclusion criteria in the last sentence of the results’ 

section of the abstract. It now reads: ‘Inclusion criteria were challenging and potentially inadequate, 

and should therefore be adjusted.’ [pdf proof p.6, lines 17-21]  

 

Q3 The paper essentially describes an actual pilot study with patients but also describes an additional 

exercise where the GPs used the CDSS on case vignettes as a means of testing how they would find 

using the system or was this part of the training– this is not mentioned in the abstract and it is a little 

unclear in terms of the sequence of events  

RESPONSE: Case vignettes were part of an additional feasibility testing of the intervention (see figure 

1, and ).  

CHANGES: We clarified the sequence of feasibility testing and the case vignettes within the abstract. 

It now reads:  

‘Feasibility of the intervention and time required were assessed for GPs, HCAs and patients using 

mixed methods (questionnaires, interviews, and case vignettes after completion of the study).’ [pdf 

proof p.5, lines 45-46] AND  

‘In case vignettes, GPs/HCAs needed help using the CDSS.’ [pdf proof p. 6, lines 13-16]  

 

Q4 Abstract – would be good to outline the framework used to guide intervention development and 

piloting  

RESPONSE: We agree with the reviewer on this important note.  

CHANGES: We have amended the abstract as suggested: ‘In accordance with the MRC guidance on 

developing and evaluating complex interventions, we prepared for the main study by testing the 

feasibility of the intervention and study design in a cluster randomised pilot study.’ [pdf proof p. 5, 

lines 13-16].  

 

Q5 As this is an intervention being designed for patients with multimorbidity I think it should be placed 

in the context of the existing evidence regarding such interventions – see related Cochrane Review – 

published 2012 and just updated this month. One of the included trials has a medicines management 

intervention (Krska et al)  
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RESPONSE: We were aware of the update of the Cochrane review on multimorbidity interventions 

but did not realize the included RCT of a medication intervention by Krska et al. (which was not 

included in the Cochrane Review on polypharmacy). Also, we agree that the distinction between the 

concepts of polypharmacy and multimorbidity is not helpful in our intervention.  

CHANGES: We included the most recent reference of the Cochrane review about interventions in 

multimorbidity. [pdf proof p. 8, line 27 / reference 13]  

 

Q6 In strengths and limitations, the authors state that this is the first systematic piloting of a study 

addressing polypharmacy in primary care. This implied to me that there are no other related published 

studies but the authors may be just referring to the pilot process as they then mention the related 

Cochrane Review on polypharmacy. Please also see the related trial published earlier this year which 

references a related intervention development and protocol paper: 

http://www.annfammed.org/content/13/6/545.full  

RESPONSE: We searched for pilot studies of the complex interventions included within the Cochrane 

review on polypharmacy and drew our conclusions. We did not check excluded studies and were not 

aware of the pilot study by Clyne et al. 2013. We agree that our conclusion may be misleading to the 

readership and we do value the work by Clyne et al.  

CHANGES: We rephrased our first bullet point of “Strengths and Limitations” [pdf proof p. 7, line 8-9], 

re-edited the related paragraph in the discussion section [pdf proof p. 24, line 7-23], and included the 

reference of the pilot study by Clyne et al. [reference 85] It now reads:  

This is the first systematic and randomised piloting of a complex intervention addressing 

polypharmacy in primary care. [pdf proof p. 7, line 8-9]  

This article provides the results of the first systematic piloting of a complex intervention for 

polypharmacy and its corresponding trial design in primary care. Published trials on complex 

interventions in polypharmacy included in a current Cochrane review were not piloted at all or 

mentioned only a piloting phase without describing results and conclusions.12 Many of the studies 

were conducted after publication of the MRC guidance that strongly recommends a piloting 

phase.30;84 Very recently, Clyne and co-authors reported on an alternative approach, also aimed at 

helping in the development of a complex intervention to reduce potentially inappropriate prescribing 

(PIP), but which uses explicit criteria.85 The authors described an exhaustive consensus process for 

deriving an acceptable set of PIPs from lists identified in a literature review (e.g. Beers and STOPP 

criteria86;87). Focusing on a high acceptability at the provider level, the authors applied 

predominantly qualitative methods that resulted in the stepwise improvement of the intervention. Our 

approaches differed mainly in purpose, methods, and (presumably) in costs but both highlight the fact 

that descriptions of piloting phases are particularly useful for a number of reasons: they typically use 

more diverse techniques than full studies, uncover critical pitfalls and challenges, and provide 

important insights into promising techniques, facilitators and barriers, and often also into the causes of 

success and failure. [pdf proof p. 24, line 7-23]  

 

Q7 The intervention is described as targeting polypharmacy but the MAI is a tool designed to address 

the appropriateness of prescribing not specifically polypharmacy alone. This links to the issue around 

patient selection and the authors state that a future version of this study would aim to select those 

with some issue with appropriateness of prescribing. One of the main drawbacks with the MAI is the 

length of time it takes to undertake, which the authors acknowledge but would be worth considering 

alternative outcome measures that are less time consuming, e.g explicit PIP indicators.  

RESPONSE: The reviewer points out a very important aspect: for a long time, polypharmacy 

assessments mainly focused on the quantity of medicines (which may be a severe burden to patients) 

and interventions aimed to reduce the number of drugs rather than the appropriateness of 

prescriptions. In the King’s Fund report,[2] the authors distinguished appropriate polypharmacy 

(prescribing multiple drugs for multiple conditions according to best evidence) from problematic 

polypharmacy, defined as “the prescribing of multiple medications inappropriately”. Our intervention 

aimed at an “optimization … of multimedication”; specifically to a reduction of inappropriate 
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polypharmacy by means of a multifaceted intervention (rather than a specific intervention to avoid 

distinct inappropriateness according to explicit criteria). We agree that the MAI has many 

disadvantages, such as labor-intensive reviews. However, the MAI has been recognized as a holistic 

measure [3] which was felt to correspond well with our (holistic) intervention.  

CHANGES: We provided reasons for the choice of the MAI as an outcome measure with the methods 

section:  

‘Medication appropriateness index (MAI): As a potential primary outcome to be used in the main 

study, we tested the MAI, because it is widely accepted that it focuses on patients rather than drugs 

and diseases.60 This fitted in well with our holistic intervention which was aimed more at optimising 

medication prescriptions than on reducing the number of prescriptions per se.‘ [pdf proof p. 11, line 

42-52]  

 

Q8 I think a brief description of the setting would be useful – I am not familiar with the post of HCA – 

what is their training, usual consultation length etc. Do patients receive free GP care, free medicines 

etc  

RESPONSE: We agree with the reviewer that the context of the health care system is a core aspect 

in complex interventions such as ours. To clarify the context for the readership from abroad, we 

provided key aspects of German health care in the manuscript. We focused on HCAs, as their role 

and training may substantially differ from other professions in GP practices abroad. We feel that 

German GPs provide care to their patients comparable to many other Western countries. Therefore, 

we have not elaborated on further aspects of coverage of health care by insurance companies or on 

reimbursement of GPs in our text due to word-limit constraints.  

CHANGES: We added a brief description of the role and responsibility of the HCA at the introduction 

section and provided references for further reading:  

On the basis of these strategies, we designed a complex intervention to improve prescribing and 

adherence in older patients with multimorbidity and polypharmacy in general practice in Germany. We 

also included HCAs from the participating practices. HCAs receive less training in patient care than 

nurses and are comparable to certified medical assistants in the United States with regard to 

education, responsibilities, and remuneration.25;26 HCAs have been repeatedly and successfully 

included in chronic care interventions in Germany: Under the supervision of general practitioners they 

have followed evidence-based protocols and algorithms with fixed interview questions, and have 

provided self-management support or telephone monitoring for conditions such as osteoarthritis, 

major depression, and chronic heart failure.27-29 [pdf proof p. 9, line 10-26, references 25-29]  

 

Q9 A more detailed description of the practice and patient recruitment processes would be helpful 

given that this is all part of feasibility – the authors stated that 692 patients were potentially eligible 

from 20 practices – how was the list of patients in each practice constructed – and were there similar 

proportions in each practice? Only about 34 per practice – seems like quite a small number given the 

prevalence of MM even when using 3 or more conditions and 5 or more meds  

RESPONSE: We thank the reviewer for her comment.  

CHANGES: We added the lacking information on practice recruitment [pdf proof p. 10, line 11-14] and 

provided an additional link to the PaT plot for patient recruitment processes, as many readers may not 

be familiar with this type of methods’ presentation [pdf proof p. 10, line 17-18]. It reads:  

‘We invited academic teaching practices and GPs who attended the Frankfurt General Practice Day to 

participate in the study.’ [pdf proof p. 10, line 11-14]  

‘A random sample of patients (for patient recruitment, see Figure 1: c-e) fulfilling the following criteria 

was included:’ [pdf proof p. 10, line 17-18]  

 

Q10 The authors report that lessons were learned from the pilot study at the start of the discussion 

and present these in a brief section at the end of the discussion under lessons learnt. I think it would 

useful if more specific issues were highlighted particularly in relation to their proposal to identify more 

appropriate patients.  
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RESPONSE: We acknowledge the proposal of the reviewer.  

CHANGES: We now provide the inclusion criteria modified for the main trial within the discussion 

section:  

‘Furthermore, we have changed the inclusion criteria. To include a greater number of patients at risk 

of (manageable) interactions, patients have to have not only 3 or more chronic diseases but the 

diseases must be from at least 2 different chapters of ICD-10. We have also replaced impractical 

outcome measures (VRS, WHO-DAS II, and MARS).’ [pdf proof p. 25, line 8-14]  

 

Q11 In the discussion, the authors state they were unsure if practices had used the CDSS correctly – 

could this not have been explored in the interviews?– could software use not have been analysed 

electronically IT? Activity in control group practices could also have been explored in the interviews 

(see discussion with query about whether they did medication reviews etc)  

RESPONSE: We appreciate the reviewer’s comments to clarify the circumstances about the correct 

use of the CDSS.  

CHANGES: We clarified the discussion section about the results from different methods about 

difficulties of GPs/HCAs with application of the CDSS [pdf proof p. 23, line 21-29]. We have 

acknowledged the limitation of the study that we did not gain insights into usual care in our ‘Strengths 

and Limitations’ section of our discussion [pdf proof p. 23, line 35-42]. It reads:  

‘With the use of mixed methods, however, we were able to identify obstacles of to the complex 

intervention and its implementation that will helped us to improve the design of the main study. The 

CDSS recorded data on use (e.g., date of use, completion of mediboxes by GPs/HCAs) but these 

data did not provide information on whether or not the users correctly applied the different features to 

check for interactions, appropriate dosage etc. In qualitative interviews, GPs and HCAs did not report 

problems using the CDSS when asked. However, case vignettes helped detect difficulties 

experienced by GPs and HCAs in the use of the new software.’ [pdf proof p. 23, line 21-29]  

‘Limited resources prevented us from gaining detailed insights into usual care provided by GPs when 

adjusting medication for older, multimorbid patients and this is a further limitation of our study. This 

information could have been helpful in planning the main trial.’ [pdf proof p. 23, line 35-42]  

 

Reviewer: 2, Dr Leah Macaden  

Q12 A very well designed and rigorously conducted feasibility pilot; The only suggestion I have would 

be if it worthwhile including some family members in the main study to ascertain their perspectives on 

the issue of poly pharmacy which might add value to the findings.  

RESPONSE: We thank the reviewer for her important comment. Our intervention was designed for 

cognitively intact patients, only. Therefore, we applied a Mini Mental Status Exam and excluded 

patients with MMSE < 26 points which corresponds with mild cognitive impairment. We agree with the 

reviewer that for a relevant patient population with cognitive dysfunction, intervention should also 

address formal or informal care givers.  

CHANGES: We addressed this comment and provided reasons for the restriction to cognitive intact 

patients. It now reads:  

We excluded patients with cognitive impairment (Mini Mental Status Exam, MMSE <26),36 because 

we designed our intervention for cognitively intact patients and did not address care givers. Further 

exclusion criteria were a life expectancy ≤6 months, alcohol and drug abuse (based on the general 

practitioner’s (GP) assessment). [pdf proof p. 10, line 23-32]  

 

With our reply we provided line numbers referring to the changed manuscript indicating the specific 

changes we have made in the text to deal with the comments. Also, we submitted two versions of our 

manuscript – one with track changes and another version without .  

 

We hope that our revised version addresses the requested changes. We are looking forward to 

hearing from you soon.  
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Best regards,  

Christiane Muth (On behalf of all authors)  

Institute for General Practice  

Johann Wolfgang Goethe University, Frankfurt / Main, Germany  
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VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Susan Smith 
RCSI Dublin, Ireland 

REVIEW RETURNED 09-Jun-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I am happy that the authors have addressed all my original 
comments and queries. 
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